Unlike previous volumes, the Appendices mentioned in this volume are all on the Companion CD-Rom. None are found in this book. You will find some information about this CD in the introductions to each volume of this series, but more on my Web site and here below.

There are also more appendices than those mentioned in the text of this book. Below you will see the entire list. Their complete bibliographical information is found in the bibliography.

In addition to the appendices to this volume, this CD-Rom contains an ever-expanding selection of articles as follows:

1. Prepublished digital editions of Volumes 1-5. Will also contain same of subsequent volumes as they become ready. Eventually it will contain the text of all the published volumes.

2. Numerous articles about Islam and Christian-Muslim relations, mostly written by Nigerians, both Christians and Muslims.
3. Post-2001 religious violence in Nigeria and their aftermath up to time of writing.
4. Additional Boer writings about Islam and Social Theology.
5. Additional Nigeriana, especially about external debt and corruption.

The materials on this CD keep expanding. It is intended to become a valuable resource for studies in Islam and Christian-Muslim relations.

This CD is available only from the author. Check the Islamica page at <www.SocialTheology.com> or contact him directly at <boerjf @ hotmail.com>
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